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Teaching tips: Opposites

• Chinese opposite words can be introduced with general objects that you have at home or in the classroom.
• Kids love to play with opposite words with their height.
• Use numbers to compare with opposite words, big and small.
• Use colors like black and white.

1. Opposites Around You
• The focus of Step 1 is to present the new words and expressions.
• Visually present a pair of opposite words to the children and use the words in the sentence.
• Point and pause. You will see if they catch the opposite words with the objects you show.
• There are 6 basic pairs of opposite words and you can use the lesson play cards to generate curiosity!

2. Opposite Search
• The focus of Step 2 is to make the repetition communicative and playful.
• Sorting for opposite objects, people, colors, food,... are exciting!
• Kids are always so excited for Opposite Search activity in my class.

3. Play with Opposites
• Game time! Use the bookmarks and play cards.
• Movement with an upbeat song to show and tell a pair of opposite words!
• Create more play cards (see printables).
• Best one - go outside and explore the opposites all around!
Opposites

Traditional Chinese with pinyin support

相反詞
xiāng fǎn cí

大的
dà de

小的
xiǎo de

长的
cháng de

短的
duǎn de

热的
rè de

冷的
lěng de

开的
kāi de

关的
guān de

开心
kāi xīn

伤心
shāng xīn
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Daily Expressions: Opposites

這 是 大 的
zhè shì dà de
This is big.

那 是 小 的
nà shì xiǎo de
That is small.

這 是 長 的。
zhè shì cháng de
This is long.

那 是 短 的。
nà shì duǎn de
That is short.

這 是 大 的 還 是 小 的?
zhè shì dà de hái shì xiǎo de
Is this big or small?

這是熱的還是冷的?
zhè shì rè de hái shì lěng de
Is this hot or cold?
Opposties Bookmarks

1. Print on stock paper. 2. Color the words!

dà          de
cháng     de
xiǎo        de
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Color Bookmarks

1. Print on stock paper. 2. Color the words!

短的  duǎn  de

热的  rè  de

冷的  lěng  de
1. Print on stock paper. 2. Color the words!

開的\text{de} \quad 關的\text{de} \quad 開心

\text{kāi} \quad \text{guān} \quad \text{kāi}
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1. Print on stock paper. 2. Color the words!

- 傷心 (shāng xīn)
- 黑的 (hēi de)
- 白的 (bái de)
1. Print two or more sets on stock paper.
2. Cut out the cards.
3. Scramble the cards.
4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards - Phrase Card set.
1. Print two or more sets on stock paper.  
2. Cut out the cards.  
3. Scramble the cards.  
4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards - Picture Card set.
1. Print one set of picture cards on stock paper.
2. Cut out the cards.
3. Scramble the cards.
4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards - Character cards.
1. Print one set of picture cards on stock paper.
2. Cut out the cards.
3. Scramble the cards.
4. Play MATCH with the Play Cards - Character cards.
1. Draw your own opposite cards! What do you see around you that is opposite?
2. Cut out the cards and play with the other opposite cards!
Find and Invite the opposite friend to the party!